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요 약

A lattice model based molecular clusters is presented to improve a classical equation of state

(EOS) for volumetric properties in the critical region. The term is based on the two assumptions:

(1) The Helmholtz energy is individually divided into classical and long-range density fluctuation

contribution (2) All molecules form cluster near the critical region due to long-range density

fluctuation. To formulate such molecular cluster, we extended the Veytsman statistics originally

developed for the cluster due to hydrogen bonding. The probability function in the statistics is

modified to represent the characteristics of long-range density fluctuation vanishing far from

critical region. The proposed fluctuation contribution was incorporated into the Sanchez-Lacombe

EOS and the combined model with 6 adjustable parameters has been tested against experimental

VLE data for pure compounds. The combined model is found to well represent flatten critical

isotherm for methane and top of the coexistence curve for the tested components.

1. Introduction

The advance in chemical industrial process

engineering requires thermodynamic model to

describe various properties over a wide range of

temperature and pressure. When the point of

interest is far from critical point, classical

equations of state [1-3] can be easily applied to

calculate and predict physical properties. However,

such equations of state often fail to satisfactorily

reproduce physical properties near the critical

region where a singular behavior in

thermodynamic properties is observed [4]. The

reason lies that classical equations of state are

based on mean field approximation which neglects

long-range density fluctuation near the critical

point [5].

Several strategies [6] were proposed to overcome

the deficiency of classical equations of state in

describing physical properties near the critical

point. These strategies can be classified as

empirical and theoretical based. Renormalization

group theory and crossover theory are good

examples of the theoretical based approach. The

former is based on the phase-space cell

approximation as well as the Hamiltonian in

White’s work and the latter founded on classical

Landau expansion around the critical point. These

approaches have been extended to diverse

frameworks such as cubic, hard-sphere and lattice

and showed a good representation of the

thermodynamic properties over a wide range of

temperature and pressure. However, these

approaches imply some disadvantages.

Renormalization group theory requires numerical

integration, indicating that EOS cannot be

explicitly expressed. Crossover theory requires

several parameters to fit experimental data due to
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its phenomenological and the signification of

long-range density fluctuation has not been

clarified.

The purpose of this study is to develop a

different approach, an explicit alternative

formulation of long range density fluctuation in

terms of molecular cluster. The molecular clusters

are found between molecules forming hydrogen

bonding as well as polar fluids and modeled by

well-known thermodynamic models such as

chemical theory [7], Wertheim’s theory [8,9] and

Veytsman statistics [10]. However several

researches showed that even non-hydrogen

bonding molecules can form clusters (or

aggregates) near the critical region. Pfund and

co-workers [11] showed by small angle x-ray

scattering (SAXS) that aggregates of xenon

increases near the critical density. Tucker and

Maddox [12] could show by molecular simulation

that clustering between particles occurs around a

critical point. The concept of molecular cluster

near the critical region was first introduced in

property calculation by Heideman and Prausnitz

[13]. They modeled clustering of argon by

chemical theory and showed an improved

representation of critical isotherm with their EOS.

However no further development was done for

non-hydrogen bonding molecules.

To develop this approach, the employed hydrogen

bonding theory is required to be flexible enough

to describe the clustering near the critical density

since such theories were originally developed to

account for the clustering at high density region.

Hence, Veytsman statistics is used and extended

because this statistics provides a probability

function which determines the region where

clustering is dominant. Lee et al. [14] concluded

in their work that Veytsman statistics is enough

flexible to account for other type of cluster such

as intra-molecular hydrogen bond. We propose a

modified probability function which becomes only

significant near the critical density and

temperature.

2. Thermodynamic Model

Let us denote Ωcl as classical configurational

partition function and assign Ωmc as partition

function solely accounting for clustering effect.

The correct total configuration partition function,

Ωtot, can be factorized as

Ωtot = Ωcl Ωmc. (1)

To derive a partition function for molecular

cluster near the critical region, Veysman statistics

was applied in this study. Let us consider pure

associating components with single type of donor

and acceptor.
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Eq. (3) indicates that associating contribution is

negligible at low density but significant at high

density region.

Since molecular clustering due to long-range

density fluctuation is assumed to be negligible far

from critical region, the probability for such

clustering is semi-empirically proposed as
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In order to extend a partition function for

molecular cluster near the critical region, we

made the following assumption: the molecules

have one donor-like and one acceptor-like site to

enable multiple cluster formation. Therefore, the

partition function for molecular cluster is given as
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The physically meaningful solution of this

quadratic equation is
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The Helmholtz energy of clustering effect is

given as

mcmc lnΩA -=b (10)

where β is reciprocal temperature defined as

1/kT.

Contributions to pressure and configurational

chemical potential due to molecular cluster are
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Here, all the quantities with the tilde (~) denote

the reduced variables defined by
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where the reducing parameters are defined by

*** kTvP = (14)

The proposed contribution for molecular cluster

is derived in the framework of lattice fluid. In the

present study, we apply the proposed contribution

to the Sanchez-Lacombe model [13].
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The overall equations of state and configurational

chemical contribution are
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3. Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 1 and 2, this model was

presented that most of components have AARD

of less than 2% and 3% for saturated vapor

pressures and saturated liquid densities

respectively. The average AARD for all

components are 1.3% for saturated vapor pressure

and 2.2 % for saturated liquid density.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Plot of correlated vapor pressure and saturated 
density for carbon dioxide with the Sanchez -Lacombe 
model (dotted line), the present model (solid line), (a) vapor 
pressure, (b) saturated density.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. Plot of correlated vapor pressure and saturated 
density for methane with the Sanchez-Lacombe model 
(dotted line), the present model (solid line), (a) vapor 
pressure, (b) saturated density

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new formulation of

long-range density fluctuation in terms of

molecular clustering. The proposed contribution is

developed for the classical thermodynamic model

which overpredicts both critical temperature and

critical pressure. It was incorporated into the

Sanchez-Lacombe model and showed a good

agreement with experimental volumetric and

caloric data. The flatness of the top of

coexistence curve and critical isotherm could be

reproduced. The present approach yields a

fluctuation effect by solving quadratic equation as

a function of density and temperature which is

founded to be used in crossover approach. This

quadratic form for fluctuation effect could be

effective in representing the fluctuation effect.
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